Welcome and update from Karen & Kevin

Thanks for helping us
to raise over £1M to
fund research into
childhood cancer.

J

ust before the end of 2015 we reached the milestone of raising over a million pounds for research into
childhood cancer. When we started in October 2008 we had no idea how much we could raise. We
simply wanted to raise enough to make a difference for children diagnosed with cancer. We know we
have surpassed this goal. Our funding has made a huge difference to the progress of research and we
are proud of the achievements of our funded researchers over the past 7 years. Scientific knowledge has
progressed greatly since we lost Christopher but sadly this still has not translated into much needed new
treatments in the clinic we would want to see. There are many reasons for this, most of which are not scientific
at all but commercial, procedural and regulatory. For these reasons we campaign at both national and
European levels for changes to current legislation. These changes are aimed to encourage pharmaceutical
companies to make all their latest cancer drugs available to researchers for testing on childhood cancers both in
the laboratory and in the clinic. Christopher’s Smile is not alone in wanting change. We are part of a wider
European parents group called Unite2Cure which is a network of European parents and parent organisations
that are working together campaigning for change.
Childhood cancer is not limited to the western world. Thousands of children every year are diagnosed with
cancer in the developing nations and some families in countries like Syria and Yemen endure the double agony
of living in a war zone in addition to dealing with their child’s cancer. In January we met with Aisha Abdulla Al
Mulla and Abdulla Yousif Abdulla from The Big Heart Foundation of Sharjah in the UAE. The Big Heart
Foundation is one of a number of foundations under the patronage of HH Sheika Jawaher Bint Mohammed Al
Qasimi, the wife of the Ruler of Sharjah. The Foundation funds childhood cancer projects in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region, especially in areas of strife. Our overseas meeting was followed by a meeting
in London with Dr Sawsan Abdul Salam Al Madhi from The Big Heart Foundation’s sister organisation Friends
of Cancer Patients. We learned that the majority of children in the UAE are treated locally while children from
less developed countries face a lack of drugs and medical facilities with no real chance of participation in a
clinical trial in the event of relapse. One aim of Friends of Cancer Patients is to
increase the participation of children in the MENA region onto clinical trials. We
look forward to working with them to create a plan of action to achieve this.
When we started in 2008 we wanted to make a difference for children diagnosed
with cancer. In 2016 we are still doing what we can for children—wherever they
are in the world. We hope you enjoy the newsletter and please feel free to get in
touch if you’d like to join us for an event or if you have ideas as to how you’d like
to help us. Here’s to a great 2016 for all of us!
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This year for the first time we are working in partnership with
The Brandenburg Choral Festival of London who are holding a
concert at 5pm on Sunday 21st February in Covent Garden. If
you’d like tickets please let us know. It will be a lovely evening.
Our Easter Draw tickets are now available! Let us know if you
would like some or if you are willing to help us to sell tickets.
Last year we had a great team of volunteers
who helped to marshal on the Weybridge
stretch of the Ride London Cycle Ride. We’ll
be assisting again this year on Sunday 31st
July so please let us know if you’d like to join
our team. It was great fun and helped to raise
funds for the charity too.

Our Easter bag packing at Waitrose in Frimley will be on 24th March.
We’re looking for willing volunteers to join us again this year!
We’ll be bag packing at Sainsbury’s Camberley on 29th and 30th April.
If you’d like to help, please let us know.
Please get in touch with us at

info@christopherssmile.org.uk

www.christopherssmile.org.uk

Recent Events & Supporters’ News & Activities

In November we enjoyed fantastic attendance at the annual Briars
Craft Fair organised by Klaudia Gibson and Caroline Atkins to
benefit Christopher’s Smile. A wide variety of stalls offered a
range of items from glass ornaments to delicious cakes. The event
raised over £500 for Christopher’s Smile and we are grateful to all
who supported through stalls and coming along on the day.
LHS: Valerie
White and
Klaudia Gibson
along with
“shoppers” at
the Fair

RHS: Karen and
Kevin with Paul
Fowler outside his
photographic
studio in Southend

Massive thanks to Paul Fowler from Paul's Studio in
Southend for raising funds again for a second year through his
"liking facebook page" campaign. We met up with Paul in
November to receive a cheque for £234.
Two of our longstanding supporters Anne Shattock and Kim Pitcher
put their heads together to organise a lovely Open House event at
Anne's home. More than £700 was raised which was fantastic!. A
number of stalls selling homemade cakes, pre-loved clothes, prints and
cards, jewellery and gifts along with a fabulous raffle all contributed to
making the event such a resounding success.
LHS: Some of the lovely raffle prizes displayed at Anne Shattock’s Open House

It was a privilege to be presented with a cheque in November by the current
Head Boy and Head Girl at the Winston Churchill School in Woking
following their recent fundraising activities which meant a very generous
donation of more than £500.
RHS: Karen and Kevin receiving
the cheque from the Head Boy
and Head Girl at Winston
Churchill School

The Royal Grammar School in Guildford has supported Christopher’s Smile for a number of years through its
annual autumn charity fair. We were delighted to learn that for this academic year we had been voted to be
one of the school’s chosen charities. As such we were overjoyed to benefit from the proceeds of the retiring
collection totalling nearly £1400 at the school’s Christmas Concert which took place in Guildford Cathedral.
Siobhan Elliott who runs Egham Reflexology hosted a day of
treatments where clients made donations to the charity in lieu
of paying a treatment fee. More than £300 was raised .What a
great way to raise funds and it sounded like Siobhan’s clients
thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Thank you Siobhan for
working so hard on our behalf.
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Recent Events & Supporters’ News & Activities
Our festive bag packing at Sainsbury’s in
Camberley raised over £1,000 over 3 days in midDecember. A huge thank you to all our volunteers
for giving up your time to help us and thank you to
all the customers who donated so generously.
LHS: Two of our jolly elf-like helpers Bettina and Rosemary with
their “buckets at the ready “in Sainsbury’s, Camberley

We were pleased to again be involved in the annual Santa’s
Grotto activity at British Airways Waterside Headquarters on
Christmas Eve. In addition to the children being able to visit Santa
in his very special Grotto, both adults and children could take part
in our tombola in the “street” area. All together over £700 was
raised for Christopher’s Smile. A big thank you to Josie, Bev, Kay
and Franc who was yet again the delightful and charming Santa.
We enjoyed support from the
Team at The Three Mariners in
Bagshot who raised over £170 at
their Santa’s Grotto in the run up
to Christmas.
ABOVE: Santa in his Grotto
greeting children at The
Three Mariners in Bagshot
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ABOVE RHS: The tombola at BA
Waterside
RHS: Josie, Kay and Bev, Santa’s
special helpers

We would like to thank the following:
Pupils, families and staff at Hammond School for donating the proceeds
from the Christmas Fair stalls and Joseph production.
Pupils, families and staff at Lightwater Village Infants School for donating
the proceeds from the Nativity collection.
Pupils, families and staff at Briars Nursery for donating the proceeds from
the Nativity collection.
We appreciate your ongoing support!
On 23rd December Christopher’s Smile volunteers packed customers’
Christmas shopping at Waitrose Frimley branch successfully raising
nearly £1,000! Thanks to all who donated helping to raise such a great amount.
RHS: Kevin and Karen with some of the cast
members of Aladdin.

Fleet Panto supported a number of local charities in the run up
to Christmas and we were pleased to be involved for the first
time. We held bucket collections at 2 brilliant performances of
Aladdin over the Christmas period and raised not only the
profile of the charity but more than £200.

LHS: Kevin and
Karen with Jan
Edwards of
Bagshot Waitrose

The new Bagshot Waitrose store selected our charity to be one of
three Community Matters green tokens charities for their first month.
On 25th January we were presented with a cheque for £518 by the
Partners . Thanks to the Branch and to all customers for putting your
tokens in our slot! We also received a cheque for £220
from Hersham Waitrose!
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Science Update

We’re pleased to be able to update you on the work our 2 current funded researchers, Elisa Delgado
and Dr Sally George have been focussing on over the past months.
Researchers funded by Christopher’s Smile who are based at The Institute of Cancer Research (ICR) have
designed a new test which works by sequencing 81 different cancer genes. Children will be offered genetic
testing as part of a major new initiative to begin to personalise children’s cancer treatment.
Elisa Izquierdo Delgado has finalised the validation of a paediatric sequencing panel using next generation
sequencing (NGS). The results of the validation were presented in November at the Neuroblastoma
Research Symposium in Newcastle. We were delighted to learn that Elisa’s work was awarded the best
poster in the category of translational research over 72 abstracts. She is currently preparing a manuscript
describing the technique that she has developed and the results of her validation.
Elisa is ready to start implementing the test as a feasibility study in prospective children with cancer from
the Royal Marsden Hospital.
Furthermore, she has been working on isolating DNA from blood samples in Neuroblastoma patients. She
was able to identify amplification of a cancer-causing gene known as MYCN from a blood sample in two
patients which were known to have this genetic alteration in their tumour.
Our other funded researcher at the ICR, Dr Sally George has been working to implement the NGS panel
test into clinical practice. We are proud to say that this is the first time a test of this type will be available for
children in the UK. Patients will start to be enrolled from February for the ‘Tumour profiling for Biomarker
Development’ study at the hospital, which will enable NGS panel sequencing with reporting back of results
to the clinical team.
In parallel to the pilot at the Royal Marsden Hospital, Sally is working to ensure that sequencing tests such
as the NGS panel can be accessed by clinicians working in all of the Children’s Cancer Centres across the
UK. Approval has now been received from the Children’s Cancer and Leukaemia Group (CCLG) for a
parallel national study to develop the infrastructure for this. Sally has developed, with others, a centralised
facility for sample processing within the CCLG biobank and identified pathologists in 4 centres across the
UK in order to develop the specialist centralised pathology hubs necessary for this test.
In parallel to this logistical work around the test, Sally is also working on a more specific research project
focused on identifying effective new treatments for neuroblastoma, a common childhood tumour which
currently has poor outcomes.

ABOVE LHS to Middle: Lab visit and presentation for supporters in January with Dr Sally George at The ICR in Sutton.
On RHS: Supporters Anne Shattock, Ken and Sue Seakens, Judy Campbell, Kim Pitcher and Paula Bury.
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Our accounts May2014 to April 2015
We’d like to share with you how our money is spent. For our latest annual Charity Commission submission
we chose to show our accounts in a simple diagrammatical format. The diagram shows clearly how our
money is raised and how we spend every penny on research.

Income for year ending 30th April 2015

£10,196
Cost Offset

£147,393

£13,511
Income from
events

£1,656
Running Costs

£1,061
Card
transaction
fees

£3,644
Cost of events

£10,529
Net amount
after costs

£146,332

£9,867
Profit from
events

Donations
Sponsorship
Grants
Gift Aid

Interest,
Restricted donations and
grants specifically for cost
offset

Net Donations
Sponsorship
Grants
Gift Aid

(includes £1,989 brought
forward from last year)

£529
Retained for
next year

See
note
below

£166,199
Available for research funding

Note:- £10,000 was transferred from cost offset to research funding.
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Update on Sam Exworth and Jack Daly
We continue our updates on our friends and supporters Sam and Jack who struggle
to deal with new challenges post-treatment. This is how they’ve been getting along
over the past few months….
Jack’s mum writes: After a fantastic Christmas, Jack was raring to go back to school! Actually that wasn’t
the case as he is finding school overwhelming at the moment. This year is important as all the year 9
students have already chosen the subjects they want to study. Before Christmas Jack was beginning to
realise that this isn’t going to be an easy year with a workload which can be quite distressing, especially for
him. The pressure is on for Jack to achieve well in all of his subjects which lead up to the end of year
exams. Anxiety kicked in and Jack felt that he couldn’t cope. This then lead to depression. Jack has a
slower processing speed than his friends and finds it more difficult to learn. Anxiety is a real problem. He
takes cortisone tablets every day which helps, as his body doesn’t produce the right hormones to deal with
it. He has adrenal deficiency and is dependent on the cortisone tablets. In fact, if he were to collapse or
have an accident, he would need a life saving injection. This is a result of the radiotherapy treatment that
Jack had 6 years ago which damaged his pituitary gland. As we were concerned about things becoming too
much for him to cope with at school, we were booked in to see the neuropsychologist in Oxford for another
assessment. The appointment involves a whole day of different activities, much like a school day. The
information is carefully analysed to generate a report of how well Jack’s brain is working. Memory skills,
organisation skills, dexterity, and many other functions are tested, all of which were affected during
treatment. We returned just before Christmas for a review of the tests and they showed very little
improvement on Jack’s memory from 2 years ago and mostly below average scores especially in his
perception of maths. The after effects of radiotherapy are often long term and life changing. Sometimes
things like memory become worse with time rather than better. Jack is forever losing and forgetting things.
The main problem we have is that teachers and many people do not fully understand Jack’s needs, as he
doesn’t have an obvious visual disability or diagnosis such as ADHD or autism for which there is more
awareness. This can be very frustrating as Jack does require more time, especially for exams. The John
Radcliffe hospital in Oxford has recognised his needs and will include them in the report which we hope will
enable Jack’s teachers to better understand and empathize with him thus allowing some of the pressures to
be taken away. We do face daily challenges but we are always aware of how lucky we have been to hang
on to Jack’s life, which is far from gloomy most of the time. He is still enjoying his cinema/caravan in the
garden and often invites friends over to watch a film and eat pizza! It’s also now back to street dancing
which he loves. We are ready to embrace the challenges of the new year!
Sam writes: Life is a little hectic at the moment. I have exams in January so am doing my best to prepare for
them. I have finally been given access to a new drug which I have been fighting to get for 2 years to help with
my kidneys and bones. The drug has been granted by the company on compassionate grounds. I have just
started the drug and had a hospital appointment every day of the first week. I shall be able to tell you about
my progress in the next newsletter update...

LHS: Jack with a friend on a
recent sleepover in his
caravan
RHS: Jack at Drama Club
with friends
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Regular Giving
You can help Christopher’s Smile by setting up a standing order to give on a regular basis. Any
amount helps, a few pounds a month makes a huge difference and 100% of your donation will go to
childhood cancer research.
STANDING ORDER INSTRUCTION
(Please complete in block capitals)
To: THE MANAGER

.............................……………………………………………….BANK LTD
…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….
Please pay to the account of:
Christopher’s Smile
HSBC Bank plc
29 High Street
Camberley
GU15 3RE
(bank sort code 40-16-05; Payee's account number 81847120)
the sum of

Please tick the ‘Gift Aid’ box below if you are a UK
taxpayer* so that Christopher’s Smile can reclaim
the tax you will have paid on your donation. For
every £1 you give us we can claim 25p more. To
qualify for Gift Aid, it is vital you give your FULL
NAME, HOME ADDRESS, POSTCODE,

£:.........................

on the.......................day of the month
and then monthly thereafter until further notice
Signed:...............................................………………....
Sort code:…… -………-………Account number: ......................................................…
Name:………….........................................................…………
Address:……………..............................................…………...
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
Postcode:……................................................
Date …………………………………………

Registered Charity No.
1129906

*You can claim Gift Aid if you are a UK taxpayer and have paid income or Capital Gains Tax at least equal to the amount we reclaim

Print this form, complete your details and return to Christopher’s Smile, PO Box , 1363 Lightwater,GU18 5ZS. We will
then forward the information to your bank.

Please continue your support—it is important to us. We look forward
to seeing you soon. Karen & Kevin.
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